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Read the full disclosure policy here. Not even big cities. Here, it goes more like bush, bush, tree, fisherman,
bush, tree, bush. They picture fairytale castles and churches with towering spires and narrow roads winding
through quaint little villages. In fact, my very first trip to Europe saw me skipping places like London and
Paris and Rome and heading to Budapest and Sofia and Brasov instead. Less touristy, yet still interesting. But
it certainly is a different side of Europe â€” and parts of it are extremely complex and difficult to describe. To
begin to understand this part of Europe, we first have to go back in time. Back to when empires ruled and
fought over cities and the assassination of an Austrian heir was the catalyst that launched Europe into World
War I. The rise of communism The road to communism in Yugoslavia is again a complex one. Hitler later
disregarded this agreement when he decided to attack Russia. From the beginning, the Yugoslav people were
not happy about this peace agreement and protested it heavily. So Hitler bombed Belgrade the then-capital of
Yugoslavia in response. In the next decades, the bombing of Belgrade would become a common occurrence
â€” the city has been bombed at least 5 times in the past years. As World War II progressed, Yugoslav
resistance groups that had once been fighting the Nazis started fighting against each other instead. In the time
of Tito Tito was an extremely smart dictator. Standards of living in Yugoslavia were some of the best in the
world: The road to civil war After Tito died, the political system in Yugoslavia quickly devolved. People
wanted elections and a move away from communism. This ended up being a terrible idea. At the same time,
the larger political climate in Europe was also changing. The Berlin Wall fell. The Soviet Union disintegrated.
With six different leaders, nationalism across the different regions of Yugoslavia grew. In , Slovenia was the
first to declare independence from Yugoslavia. No one really had a problem with that nor did they have a
problem when Macedonia declared its independence a few months later. The breakout of the Yugoslav Civil
War is still confusing to me. In , war broke out in Sarajevo, mostly between Croatian, Serbian, and Bosnian
forces. But visiting cities that I remember hearing about on TV as kidâ€¦ that was strange and different. The
siege of Vukovar lasted for three months, she said. Some sought refuge in neighboring countries; others never
made it out alive. Local prisoners of war were taken to a nearby farm by the truckload to be executed and
buried in mass graves. In Belgrade, the scars are different. But a few remnants of war remain, like a couple
bombed-out government buildings from when NATO bombed the city during the Kosovo conflict in
remember what I said about how many times Belgrade has been bombed in recent history? The former
Yugoslav states are still dealing with the effects of multiple wars. Countries further east like Romania and
Bulgaria are still dealing with the effects of the fall of communism and the Soviet bloc. I can just tell you what
I saw and regurgitate the facts that I learned while there. She was curious as to whether any of the tension that
was so palpable there 25 years ago can still be felt today. Some former Yugoslav states like Slovenia, for
example have joined the EU, switched over to the Euro, and show few signs of ever having been united with
neighboring countries. In some cities, for example, schools are still segregated by ethnicity, which is often tied
to religion. A tour guide I met in Belgrade put it best, though: People still severely dislike neighboring
ethnicities. And that makes sense. Think about how many older Brits still hate the Germans, or how many
older Americans still harbor sour feelings towards the Japanese. Healing wounds like these will take time. And
no doubt there will always be people who miss the old days I remember hearing the same thing three years ago
in Romania â€” some of the older generation miss the communist times, when everyone was on more equal
footing. It will be interesting to see how things progress in this part of Europe in the next years. Will Vukovar
and other border towns in Croatia bounce back? Will building projects in Belgrade ever be finished? Have you
ever traveled through this part of Europe? Would you want to? Much of the history shared here was learned
through a bit of research and a lecture by a university professor that we had onboard the ship. More from my
site.
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We take a traditional pletna boat to Bled island. Join numerous visitors that have marvelled at the beauty of
Postojna cave, an indisputable tourist highlight of Slovenia, on a 5 kilometre visit that includes an exciting
underground train ride. Postojna cave is also a home to a peculiar animal of many names, a cave salamander.
Some like to call it a baby dragon. We also take you to the nearby Predjama, which boasts a castle built into a
rock cliff, and share the legends that surround it. This is a land of gently rolling hills, covered with orchards
and vineyards and dotted with small, forgotten villages. The gentle climate assures ideal growing conditions
for grapes and Mediterranean fruits: The river is not the only spectacular sight in the valley since you are
accompanied by eminent mountain peaks and wondrous waterfalls for most of the way. The whole area is also
pervaded by memories of the battles that were fought in this valley during WWI, which can be traced in the
war cemeteries and memorials. Ljubljana Ljubljana, the charming capital of Slovenia is one of its top 3
attractions, and it is a perfect base to enjoy any day trips in Slovenia. Explore its medieval old town and the
old Roman ruins, admire the river banks and bridges of the Ljubljanica river, and take the funicular up to
Ljubljana castle for great views of the city and the Alps. Marvel in the architectural beauties, marked by
influences of neighbouring Italian and Viennese styles of the previous centuries. Dubrovnik Croatia A top
attraction in Croatia, Dubrovnik is known as the jewel of the Dalmatia region. The seven-century old
fortification walls around this historical city give it a certain charm that is unparalleled on the Adriatic coast,
and it is considered to be one of the 10 best preserved medieval walled cities, making Dubrovnik an extremely
popular destination on the Croatian coast. Recently it became famous as the film set for the popular TV-series,
Game of Thrones and parts of the new Star Wars movies. Split Croatia The second largest city in Croatia and
the largest city in Dalmatia, Split is a remarkable monument of Ancient Roman heritage on the Croatian coast.
A wonderful example of a modern town preserving its historic roots, Trogir lies on a small island and boasts
an abundance of churches, palaces, towers and even a fortress, with architecture unparalleled in all of Central
Europe. Travel back in time by walking the streets of Trogir, discovering all the ways its rich past has
influenced both its architecture and its culture. Kotor Montenegro Kotor is an old Mediterranean port on the
coast of Montenegro, still surrounded by old Venetian walls in a secluded fjord-like gulf just underneath a
mountain range, giving it a breath-taking panorama. Mostar BIH Mostar, a historic town in Bosnia and
Herzegovina with one of the most famous bridges in the world built by the Ottomans, makes a great
destination for a day trip from the Croatian coast. Combined with its rich diversity of flora and fauna and its
quaint traditionally built mills and sawmills, Plitvice are truly a sight that cannot be forgotten. Walk through
the quaint cobbled streets of its medieval quarter, visit its many art galleries and stop for coffee at one of the
numerous cafes found at every corner. Take the city tram for a true experience of Zagreb. Overnight
Dubrovnik DAY 2: Dubrovnik walking tour with a local guide. Overnight Dubrovnik DAY 3: Day trip to
Kotor Montenegro. Overnight Dubrovnik DAY 4: Overnight Split DAY 5: Split walking tour with a local
guide, Trogir. Overnight Split DAY 6: Overnight Zagreb DAY 7: Bizeljsko wine region, Celje old town.
Overnight Ljubljana DAY 8: Ljubljana walking tour, Postojna cave, Predjama castle. Overnight Ljubljana
DAY 9: Overnight Bled DAY Venice airport transfer, departure We reserve the right to change the sequence
of trips.
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In , negotiations between Yugoslavia and Bulgaria led to the Bled agreement , which proposed to form a close
relationship between the two Communist countries, and enable Yugoslavia to start a civil war in Greece and
use Albania and Bulgaria as bases. Stalin vetoed this agreement and it was never realised. The break between
Belgrade and Moscow was now imminent. However, most of the German minority of Yugoslavia, most of
whom collaborated during occupation and had been recruited to German forces, were expelled towards
Germany or Austria. Titoâ€”Stalin Split The country distanced itself from the Soviets in cf. Cominform and
Informbiro and started to build its own way to socialism under the strong political leadership of Josip Broz
Tito. Tito, at first went along and rejected the Marshall plan. However, in Tito broke decisively with Stalin on
other issues, making Yugoslavia an independent communist state. Yugoslavia requested American aid.
American leaders were internally divided, but finally agreed and began sending money on a small scale in ,
and on a much larger scale â€” The American aid was not part of the Marshall plan. In , the two provinces of
Vojvodina and Kosovo-Metohija for the latter had by then been upgraded to the status of a province , as well
as the republics of Bosnia and Herzegovina and Montenegro, were granted greater autonomy to the point that
Albanian and Hungarian became nationally recognised minority languages, and the Serbo-Croat of Bosnia and
Montenegro altered to a form based on the speech of the local people and not on the standards of Zagreb and
Belgrade. In Slovenia the recognized minorities were Hungarians and Italians. Vojvodina and
Kosovo-Metohija formed a part of the Republic of Serbia but those provinces also formed part of the
federation, which led to the unique situation that Central Serbia did not have its own assembly but a joint
assembly with its provinces represented in it. Demographics of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia
Yugoslavia had always been a home to a very diverse population, not only in terms of national affiliation, but
also religious affiliation. Of the many religions, Islam, Roman Catholicism, Judaism and Protestantism, as
well as various Eastern Orthodox faiths, composed the religions of Yugoslavia, comprising over 40 in all.
With postwar government programs of modernisation and urbanisation, the percentage of religious believers
took a dramatic plunge. The places of lowest religious concentration were Slovenia Religious differences
between Orthodox Serbs , Catholic Croats , Muslim Bosniaks and Albanians alongside the rise of nationalism
contributed to the collapse of Yugoslavia in In the SFRY, each republic and province had its own
constitution, supreme court, parliament, president and prime minister. Also important were the Communist
Party general secretaries for each republic and province, and the general secretary of Central Committee of the
Communist Party. Tito was the most powerful person in the country, followed by republican and provincial
premiers and presidents, and Communist Party presidents. Some influential ministers in government, such as
Edvard Kardelj or Stane Dolanc , were more important than the Prime Minister. First cracks in the tightly
governed system surfaced when students in Belgrade and several other cities joined the worldwide protests of
But in the following years, he dealt with the leaders of the protests by sacking them from university and
Communist party posts. The regime stifled the public protest and incarcerated the leaders, but many key
Croatian representatives in the Party silently supported this cause, lobbying within the Party ranks for a
reorganisation of the country. As a result, a new Constitution was ratified in , which gave more rights to the
individual republics in Yugoslavia and provinces in Serbia. Ethnic tensions and economic crisis The Yugoslav
federation was constructed against a double background: A small faction of Bosniak nationalists joined the
Axis forces and attacked Serbs while extreme Serb nationalists engaged in attacks on Bosniaks and Croats.
Yugoslav Partisans took over the country at the end of the war and banned nationalism from being publicly
promoted. Tito, whose home republic was Croatia, was concerned over the stability of the country and
responded in a manner to appease both Croats and Serbs, he ordered the arrest of the Croat protestors, while at
the same time conceding to some of their demands. These autonomous provinces held the same voting power
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as the republics but unlike the republics, they could not legally separate from Yugoslavia. This concession
satisfied Croatia and Slovenia, but in Serbia and in the new autonomous province of Kosovo, reaction was
different. Serbs saw the new constitution as conceding to Croat and ethnic Albanian nationalists. Ethnic
Albanians in Kosovo saw the creation of an autonomous province as not being enough, and demanded that
Kosovo become a constituent republic with the right to separate from Yugoslavia. According to official
statistics, from the s to the early s, Yugoslavia was among the fastest growing countries, approaching the
ranges reported in South Korea and other miracle countries. The unique socialist system in Yugoslavia, where
factories were worker cooperatives and decision-making was less centralized than in other socialist countries,
may have led to the stronger growth. However, even if the absolute value of the growth rates was not as high
as indicated by the official statistics, both the Soviet Union and Yugoslavia were characterized by surprisingly
high growth rates of both income and education during the s. The period of European growth ended after the
oil price shock in s. Following that, in Yugoslavia an economic crisis erupted, and that as a product of
disastrous errors by Yugoslav governments, such as borrowing vast amounts of Western capital in order to
fund growth through exports. In , according to official sources, firms were declared bankrupt or were
liquidated and 89, workers were laid off. During the first nine months of directly following the adoption of the
IMF programme, another enterprises with a combined work-force of , workers suffered the same fate. In other
words, in less than two years "the trigger mechanism" under the Financial Operations Act had led to the lay
off of more than , workers out of a total industrial workforce of the order of 2. The largest concentrations of
bankrupt firms and lay-offs were in Serbia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Macedonia and Kosovo. Real earnings
were in a free fall and social programmes had collapsed; creating within the population an atmosphere of
social despair and hopelessness. This was a critical turning point in the events to follow. Breakup This section
does not cite any sources. Please help improve this section by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed. The legacy of the Constitution of was used to throw the system of
decision-making into a state of paralysis, made all the more hopeless as the conflict of interests had become
irreconcilable. In , the Serbian Academy of Sciences and Arts drafted a memorandum addressing some
burning issues concerning the position of Serbs as the most numerous people in Yugoslavia. Because its two
autonomous provinces had de facto prerogatives of full-fledged republics, Serbia found that its hands were
tied, for the republican government was restricted in making and carrying out decisions that would apply to
the provinces. Since the provinces had a vote in the Federal Presidency Council an eight-member council
composed of representatives from the six republics and the two autonomous provinces , they sometimes even
entered into coalition with other republics, thus outvoting Serbia. The very instrument that reduced Serbian
influence before was now used to increase it: Serbia proper, then-loyal Montenegro, Vojvodina, and Kosovo.
With Milosevic gaining control over Kosovo in , the original residency changed drastically leaving only a
minimum amount of Serbians left in the region. Initial strikes turned into widespread demonstrations
demanding a Kosovan republic. In January , the extraordinary 14th Congress of the League of Communists of
Yugoslavia was convened. For most of the time, the Slovenian and Serbian delegations were arguing over the
future of the League of Communists and Yugoslavia. In turn, the Slovenes, supported by Croats, sought to
reform Yugoslavia by devolving even more power to republics, but were voted down. As a result, the
Slovenian and Croatian delegations left the Congress and the all-Yugoslav Communist party was dissolved.
The constitutional crisis that inevitably followed resulted in a rise of nationalism in all republics: Slovenia and
Croatia voiced demands for looser ties within the Federation. Following the fall of communism in Eastern
Europe, each of the republics held multi-party elections in Slovenia and Croatia held the elections in April
since their communist parties chose to cede power peacefully. Other Yugoslav republicsâ€”especially
Serbiaâ€”were more or less dissatisfied with the democratisation in two of the republics and proposed
different sanctions e. The unresolved issues however remained. Serbia and Montenegro elected candidates
who favoured Yugoslav unity. The Croat quest for independence led to large Serb communities within Croatia
rebelling and trying to secede from the Croat republic. Serbs in Croatia would not accept a status of a national
minority in a sovereign Croatia, since they would be demoted from the status of a constituent nation of the
entirety of Yugoslavia. Yugoslav Wars This section needs additional citations for verification. Please help
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improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. April Learn how and when to remove this template
message The war broke out when the new regimes tried to replace Yugoslav civilian and military forces with
secessionist forces. When, in August , Croatia attempted to replace police in the Serb populated Croat Krajina
by force, the population first looked for refuge in the Yugoslavian Army barracks, while the army remained
passive. The civilians then organised armed resistance. These armed conflicts between the Croatian armed
forces "police" and civilians mark the beginning of the Yugoslav war that inflamed the region. Similarly, the
attempt to replace Yugoslav frontier police by Slovenian police forces provoked regional armed conflicts
which finished with a minimal number of victims.
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A TRIP TO YUGOSLAVIA is an experimental interactive game with a theme of the old VCR player (with the ability to
REWIND, PAUSE and FASTFORWARD). Yugoslavia has fallen apart. No one knows what caused it.

Twitter Email Take a trip to the Balkans through the movies. These films about the effects of war offer many
perspectives and stories of what was occurring in these countries. As the region has gained stability, the film
industry is making a comeback, so look to see more movies from this region. They have no one to trust, no
way to escape without getting shot, and a fellow soldier is lying on the trench floor with a spring-loaded bomb
set to explode beneath him if he moves. When one UK reporter covers a story about a dilapidated orphanage,
he becomes affected by the plight of its occupants. With the help of an American aid worker, he tries to find a
way to smuggle the children out of the country. The Whistleblower The Whistleblower, is based on a true
story of Kathryn Bolkovac, a police officer from Nebraska who accepts an offer to work with the United
Nations International Police in post-war Bosnia-Herzegovina under a government contracted private security
UK company. Kathryn uncovers a large-scale sexual slavery ring utilized by international personnel including
Americans. When she brings the scandal to the attention of the UN, Kathryn discovers that it has been covered
up to protect lucrative defense and security contracts. The movies scenes are graffic and heart-breaking, but
according to those who lived it, they are reflective of the truth of what was occurring in Bosnia. I am
personally a fan of Rachel Weisz as she takes on complex issues with a lot of integrity and this one was a must
see to understand the horrors of this war. The Bosnian Serb policy against Bosniaks, and the secrecy of their
relationship before the war, may endanger the lives of the former lovers Tito and Me Tito and Me is the last
feature film made in the former Yugoslavia before war decimated the country. Filming began just two days
into the war. Despite the bombing, director Goran Marcovic continued filming. The movie is set in Socialist
ruled Yugoslavia during the s. Zoran is a slightly overweight year-old living in an overcrowded home that his
parents share with his grandmother, and aunt and uncle. In the communist era of Yugoslavia, many homes
were taken away from their owners in the Land Reform programs. Gemma returns to Sarajevo with her only
child Pietro sixteen years after escaping the city at the beginning of the Bosnian War. As they travel with her
wartime friend Gojco, Gemma tries to repair her relationship with Pietro as she struggles as to whether to tell
Pietro that she did not give birth to him. The film shows us the reality, as seen by those who feel unlimited
love for their country and culture. This is an art movie with beautiful, aesthetic camera shots. Esma is living
with her year-old daughter Sara in Grbavica, a quarter of the Bosnian capital Sarajevo. Out gunned and
outnumbered the partisans must not only take care of themselves but try to protect thousands of refugees too.
In the movie, Yul Brynner stars as a guerilla leader whose mission in life is to eradicate all Nazis from his
homeland.
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This historic city lies in the shadow of its old castle and upon the banks of the Ljubljanica River which
meanders through the pedestrianised centre. Some of the most popular Slovenian dishes include Prekmurje a
layered cake made with cottage cheese, poppy seeds and with a walnut and apple filling, Kras prosciutto an air
dried ham and Bleki a beef soup with noodles. None Day 2 - Explore Ljubljana on foot; chance to visit
beautiful Lake Bled Description Ljubljana is a lovely city full of art, culture and music, and the architecture
has an almost Germanic feel to it. Connecting the old Medieval town to the modern business centre, the
bridge, originally served as the entrance to the fortified part of the city, but now is bustling with local
residents. The rest of the day is then free for you to continue to wander and enjoy the sights in Ljubljana or
you might like to join a short boat trip along the Ljubljanica River to see the city from a different percpective.
The picturesque resort town of Bled is situated on a tranquil lake. It was one of the most fashionable European
resorts in the early 20th century, home to the Yugoslavian Royal Family and also the summer residence of
President Tito. You may wish to visit the island in the lake by traditional gondola boat known as a Pletne.
Alternatively you might like to walk the 6 kilometres around the lake past linden, chestnut and willow trees
and swans and water lilies on the water. Breakfast Day 3 - Free morning in Ljubljana; train to Zagreb, Croatia
Description This morning is free for you to relax in Ljubljana and have lunch before taking an afternoon train
across the border to Zagreb in Croatia. Tonight you might like to try the traditional Zagreb meat and vegetable
stew of Cuspajz followed by the dessert Strukli a boiled dough filled with sour cream and cottage cheese or
Knedli a sweet potato dumpling rolled in sugar and stuffed with fruit such as plum. If you fancy washing it
down with an unusual drink then order Bambus, which consists of red wine and cola served over ice. However
Zagreb is just as deserving with its blend of Austro-Hungarian architecture and more hard edged socialist
buildings. Following our tour we drive for about three hours out of the city to the stunning natural attraction of
the Plitvice National Park. The park boasts 16 interconnecting lakes, waterfalls and dense woodland with an
array of wildlife. The rare fauna includes wild brown bear, wolves, lynx and eagles, but more commonly
lizards, butterflies and various birdlife can be spotted. We will take a couple of ferries and follow the
well-marked walking trails mostly on wooden promenades through this magical landscape. Every turn leads us
to new breathtaking scenery and yet another stunning waterfall. After time for a picnic lunch we return to
Zagreb for the evening. Breakfast Day 5 - Train journey to Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina Description
This morning we walk from our hotel to the railway station to board our train to the capital of Bosnia and
Herzegovina, Sarajevo, which will take us around 11 hours. As the train is a stopping service, passengers are
generally locals commuting or covering shorter distances and the train can get busy when starting in Zagreb
and nearing Sarajevo. The daytime journey is a fantastic way to see the spectacular scenery which is
particularly prominent once we cross the border into the rural, mountainous areas of Bosnia and Herzegovina.
We also get great views of Sarajevo as we approach the city, where we will be staying for the night. On arrival
we will walk to our hotel and after checking in we will be free to have dinner. On some departures, it may be
necessary for us to undertake part of this journey by road. When this is the case, we will travel by train from
Zagreb to Vrpolje, which is close to the border. We will then change to a private bus for the Croatia to Bosnia
and Herzegovina border crossing, before continuing on to Doboj, where we will board a train to Sarajevo. This
is a slightly shorter route, taking around nine hours, so we will be arriving into Sarajevo a little earlier.
Bosnian cuisine tends to use a range of subtle spices and is similar in some ways to Turkish food with grilled
meats and pita bread followed by sweet and sticky nutty Baklava being a popular choice. Other local
specialities include Burek, a spiral of meat filled pastry served in slices or Rastika, kale leaves stuffed with
rice and minced meat. Another tasty dessert option is Tulumba, deep-fried dough served in syrup. To wash it
down you could try the non-alcoholic drink Kompot made with fruit such as rhubarb or gooseberries soaked in
water, sugar and spices like vanilla or cinnamon. We will see the Eternal Flame, which is a memorial to all
those that lost their lives during the war. The afternoon will be free to spend as you wish and to make your
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own way back to our hotel at a time of your choosing. There is also an array of museums dedicated to the
varied histories of the capital, including the Tunnel Museum depicting life during the Sarajevo Siege in and
showing how the resident civilians managed to keep themselves supplied during the longest siege in modern
history. You may choose to join the Times of Misfortune tour which includes entry to the Tunnel Museum.
Breakfast Day 7 - Scenic rail trip to Mostar with a walking tour on arrival Description This morning we walk
to the railway station to board the very scenic train ride between Sarajevo and Mostar, which takes us just
under three hours. As we chug slowly through the mountains, which were once occupied by Bosnian Serbs
during the Bosnian War, the dramatic scenery will capture our attention. We arrive into Mostar this afternoon
and after taking taxis to our hotel to check-in we return back to the city centre by taxis and begin our guided
walking tour. Mostar is in the Herzegovina region of the country and still displays vivid scars from the 18
months the city was held under siege in the nineties. The city still has a very Ottoman feel to it with its
winding cobbled stone streets and skyline dotted with domes and minarets. Depending on border crossings we
hope to have around two and half hours to see the Old Town area of Dubrovnik. This city stands proudly on
the coast surrounded by its ancient walls and the crystal clear Adriatic Sea just beyond. We then continue
down the coastline, crossing into Montenegro where we stop in the old Mediterranean port of Kotor. Sitting on
the coast, Kotor is surrounded by dramatic cliffs and is one of the best preserved Medieval old towns on the
Adriatic Sea. We hope to have about three hours to explore, before heading to Podgorica for the night. This
evening you might like to try a popular local Montenegrin dish for dinner such as Pohovani Kackavalj - fried
cheese or Corbast Pasulj - a stew made with beans, smoked ribs, salami and sausage. You could also sample a
local beer, such as the dark ale Niksicko. Breakfast Day 9 - Scenic train journey to Belgrade, Serbia
Description This morning we walk the short distance to the railway station to board one of the most scenic rail
routes in Europe; this 11 hour journey from Podgorica to Belgrade will offer the most astounding scenery of
any of the rail journeys we take during this trip. The backdrop is a mixture of gorges, canyons and
snow-capped mountains as we ascend and descend following the natural topography of the land. We arrive in
Belgrade this evening and take a taxi to the hotel where we stay for the next three nights. Paprika is arguably
the most popular ingredient in Serbian cooking and they tend to use the red fruit itself rather than the dried
spice. They also love cream and Kajmak a partially fermented thick cream which is often served with grilled
meats or fresh bread. Breakfast Day 10 - Excursion by train to Novi Sad; traditional Serbian barbeque dinner
Description We leave our base in Belgrade this morning and walk to the station to board a train, which takes
just under two hours, for a day trip to Novi Sad. Although the second largest city in Serbia, Novi Sad offers a
much more laidback atmosphere standing tall above the Danube River. The city is thought to have originated
and expanded from the historic Petrovaradin Fortress, which sits proudly on the cityscape. We will be guided
around here on foot and using the local buses to see the main points of interest including the fortress that is
rich in Roman, Greek and Byzantine history, the Greek school and the Orthodox cathedral. We then have a
couple of hours free time to wander through the pedestrian area of the city, maybe choosing to have a drink at
one of the many cafes that line the river bank and watch life go by, before journeying back to Belgrade.
Breakfast, Dinner Day 11 - Walking tour of Belgrade; overnight train to Skopje, Macedonia Description We
begin today with a guided walking tour to see the earliest known areas of the city, Belgrade Fortress and
Kalemegdan Park. The Romans originally built a fortification here in 2nd century AD due to its excellent
strategic viewpoint on the hill overlooking the city and the confluence of the Sava and Danube Rivers.
However, when the Huns and the Goths later waged war, the original structure was burnt down but fortunately
rebuilt in the 6th century. This evening we will walk from our hotel to the train station and board our
overnight train journey, which takes around nine and a half hours. We will use sleeper carriages that have up
to six bunk beds in each compartment three beds above one another on each side and two shared toilet
facilities at the end of each carriage. There are no shower facilities on board. On the 12th of May departure,
please note the journey from Belgrade to Skopje will be taken by private bus. We will depart Belgrade in the
early afternoon and arrive in the evening, staying overnight in the OK Hotel. Breakfast Day 12 - Orientation
tour of Skopje; traditional Macedonian dinner Description An early arrival on the overnight train will allow
plenty of time to get to know the best of Skopje, the capital of Macedonia and once home of Mother Teresa.
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We start our explorations by driving up Mount Vodno to watch the sunrise over the city below. After this we
drive to the nearby Ethno Village where we enjoy a traditional Macedonian breakfast in a local restaurant. We
then continue to our hotel to leave our luggage before taking taxis into the city centre for an orientation tour
conducted by our Explore Leader including highlights such as the fortress, 12th century Old Bazaar, which is
the largest and most well preserved bazaar in south-east Europe, and the Holocaust Museum. Skopje has been
used a pawn in many wars, including World War II and many empires have ruled over the city, all having
influenced the architecture, religion and traditions. Despite the turbulent and sometimes violent history,
Skopje is now a peaceful city where residents are free to practice all religions, the main faiths being
Macedonian Orthodox and Islam. This afternoon we have free time to further enjoy the city or to relax
following the overnight journey and busy morning explorations. We will end today with dinner in a traditional
local Macedonian restaurant. Breakfast, Dinner Day 13 - Train to Bitola and visit to the ancient city of
Heraclea Description Taking a step back in time, today we visit the ancient Macedonian city of Heraclea. We
leave our hotel early this morning by taxi to the station where we board our four hour train journey to Bitola in
southern Macedonia, which is a short distance from Heraclea. We drive to our hotel to check-in before our
Explore Leader takes us on an orientation tour of Bitola. Sitting on the bank of the Dragor River, the exact
origin of bustling Bitola is unknown, but it seems it grew up in the shadow of Heraclea only to outlive its
parent city. Today, despite being a busy commercial centre, Bitola still radiates the relaxed cafe culture that is
so popular in this area of Europe. This afternoon we drive the short distance to ancient Heraclea for a guided
walking tour. Named after the legendary Greek mythical hero, Heracles, it dates back to approximately 4th
century BC, but many of the remains discovered are from around 2nd century BC when the Romans invaded
and conquered it. The site of this once prosperous city has some excellent ruins including an amphitheatre
once used for gladiator fighting and preserved mosaic floors. This evening you are free to have dinner in
Bitola. A popular Macedonian dish is Turlitava, a meat and vegetable stew baked in a terracotta pot.
Macedonian wine is a popular choice with red being the more dominate option which is usually made using
the Vranec grape or sometimes Stanusina Crna, which is indigenous to the country. We will make a number of
short stops along the way to absorb the extraordinary landscapes and to take some photographs. Later this
afternoon we arrive into the year old town of Ohrid in time to have a tour conducted by our Explore Leader of
this historic settlement, which has an almost Mediterranean feel to it and is nestled into a bay on the lake.
Weather permitting we will take a trip out onto the lake by boat, so we can see the town from a different
perspective. To end the day we will walk the short distance to a local restaurant to have a traditional fish
supper. The drive will take us around nine hours in total but we will make several stops along the way. Once
we cross the border into Kosovo we drive the final section to the capital city Pristina. After checking in to our
hotel we have about an hour free before having the opportunity to join our Explore Leader for a final dinner
and then to take a walk through Mother Teresa Square before returning to our hotel. Kosovo cuisine has been
influenced by many different countries over the years and is quite similar to that found in Albania. Bread and
dairy are important elements of most dishes and Flia is a popular dish which is similar to a crepe like layered
tart normally served with Kaymak cream. Pies, stews and grilled meats with potatoes and rice are also all
popular. If you want to try a local liquor then Boza is a thick sticky sweet drink made from malted corn and
flour. You could go into the Emin Gjiku Ethnographic Museum, which gives you a great introduction to
traditional Kosovar culture. Set in two charmingly preserved Ottoman houses, within a large walled garden,
there is a range of weapons, clothing and jewellery and household items exhibited.
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Chapter 6 : Yugoslavia - Wikipedia
In this indie game we take a trip to Yugoslavia. Is it good? Is it scary? I don't know why are you looking at the description
for these calendrierdelascience.com watch the video.

Lunches, Tips to house, guide, and bus drivers. Travel Insurance is optional. Items of a personal nature. About
Our Pilgrimages For those of you who have never been to Medjugorje, you will experience one of the most
spiritual, and peaceful places on earth. One of the best descriptions of Medjugorje we have ever heard is: After
visiting Medjugorje we are sure you will agree. Why go with us? Together we have taken almost 10, pilgrims
to Medjugorje since We specialize in small groups so each pilgrimage will be a special and personal
experience. We use expert licensed local guides that are with you every day of your pilgrimage. And while we
have a full schedule planned, you still have personal time, which is so important on a pilgrimage. We will take
the worry out of traveling and allow you to relax and focus on what Jesus and Our Lady have planned for you.
This pilgrimage is your pilgrimage and a journey with Our Lady and we are here to do our absolute best to
show you the Medjugorje that we know and love. The visionaries in Medjugorje tell us that no one goes to
Medjugorje by accident. We are called individually by Our Lady. What an awesome thought! Traveling to
Medjugorje is truly a life changing experience, and one that you will remember for the rest of your life! Actual
Itinerary Can Vary. US - Europe Board your overnight transatlantic flights from your home town. Meals are
served on board. Europe - Split - Medjugorje Upon early morning arrival in Frankfurt, we will connect with
our 1. Upon arrival, we will be greeted by our local guide Snjezana Zovko or driver who will then take you on
a 2. Once there, you will be introduced to your host family where you will be staying for the next seven nights.
Medjugorje The beauty of this simple village is enhanced by the opportunity to share our faith with thousands
of pilgrims from all over the world. Our local guide Snjezana will accompany you throughout the week, and
will help plan your daily activities. Each evening at dinner the schedule for the following day will be posted in
the dining room. Just some of the activities you will enjoy throughout the week are: English Mass each
morning at 10am at St James Church. At 5pm each evening 6pm Sep May 1 we will join local villagers and
pilgrims to pray the Joyful and Sorrowful Mysteries of the Rosary. Be present in the church during the time of
the apparitions at 5: We will follow the same path up Apparition Hill where the young visionaries first
encountered Our Lady, and pray at the statue which commemorates the spot where Our Lady first appeared to
the visionaries. We will also visit and pray at "Blue Cross", which is a very special place at the base of
Apparition Hill where the visionaries would meet in the early days of the apparitions to avoid the Communist
police. We will have the opportunity to climb Mt. Depending upon schedule and availability, our local guide
will arrange meetings with the local priests and visionaries as well as the community of Cenacolo. We
typically overnight in Frankfurt, and will connect with our return flights back to the US the next morning. We
are confident that your Medjugorje Pilgrimage will be a very memorable and lifechanging experience.
Chapter 7 : Take a Trip to: Yugoslavia by Keith Lye (, Paperback) | eBay
the guy will take a lot for you to pick up your key and activate on your account and put it as Received.

Chapter 8 : Ex-Yugoslavia in 12 Days (Dubrovnik to Venice tour)
My travel path took a loop around the Yugoslavia block (as noted in the picture below). I skipped Macedonia, Albania
and Kosovo due to volatile security situation during the time I was in Montenegro. I started off in the north in Slovenia
then made my way south to Croatia and Montenegro traveled along the beautiful Adriatic coast making stops.

Chapter 9 : Traveling in the Former Yugoslavia: A Different Side of Europe
A Trip to Yugoslavia is a game played by Markiplier.. Game Information. A Trip to Yugoslavia is an experimental
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interactive game with a theme of the old VCR player. Yugoslavia has fallen apart. No one knows what caused it. Some
people ran away instantly and some of them still don't know that the war h.
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